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Abraham Isaac Kook (18651935) was one of the most influentialand controversialrabbis of the
twentieth century. A visionary writer and outstanding rabbinic leader, Kook was a philosopher,
mystic, poet, jurist, communal leader, and veritable saint. The first chief rabbi of Jewish Palestine
and the founding theologian of religious Zionism, he struggled to understand and shape his
revolutionary times. His life and writings resonate with the defining tensions of Jewish life and
thought. A powerfully original thinker, Rav Kook combined strict traditionalism and an embrace of
modernity, Orthodoxy and tolerance, piety and audacity, scholasticism and ecstasy, and passionate
nationalism with profound universalism. Though little known in the English-speaking world, his life
and teachings are essential to understanding current Israeli politics, contemporary Jewish
spirituality, and modern Jewish thought. This biography, the first in English in more than half a
century, offers a rich and insightful portrait of the man and his complex legacy. Yehudah Mirsky
clears away widespread misunderstandings of Kooks ideas and provides fresh insights into his
personality and worldview. Mirsky demonstrates how Kooks richly erudite, dazzlingly poetic writings
convey a breathtaking vision in which the old will...
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Extensive information for book fanatics. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I am just delighted to tell you that this is
basically the best pdf i actually have go through within my personal daily life and might be he greatest pdf for actually.
-- Guiller m o Ma r qua r dt-- Guiller m o Ma r qua r dt

This book can be worth a read, and far better than other. I could comprehended every little thing using this published e pdf. You can expect to like how the
blogger publish this pdf.
-- Rylee Funk-- Rylee Funk
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